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Abstract. In this not.a we give $ji$ new method for getting it series of approxi-
mations for the extinctioii probability of the one-dimensional contact process by
usIng the Gr\"obner basis.
1 Introduction
Let $X=\{0,1\}^{\mathbb{Z}^{rl}}$ denot,e a, configura.tion space, where $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ is the d-dimensional
intcgcr lertticcs. Thc contact proccss $\{\eta_{t} : t\geq 0\}$ is $ct1$ X-valued continuous-
timc Markov proccss. Thc model was introduced by Harris in 1974 [1] rmd
is considered as a $simplt^{\backslash }$. $mo(lcl$ for the spread of a discase with the infection
ratc $\lambda$ . In this setting. 111 individual at $x\in \mathbb{Z}^{d}$ for il confignration $\eta\in X$ is
infe($ited$ if $7\mathfrak{j}(x)=1$ arld healthy if $\eta(x)=0$ . The formal generator is given
by
$1lf \cdot(\eta)=\sum_{7x\in sd}c(x, \eta)[f\cdot(\eta^{x})-f(\eta)]$
,
where.$7 \int^{\prime r}\in X$ is dchuccl by $r/^{a:}(\cdot\iota/)=7/(\eta/)(\prime l/\neq’/i))$ and $\eta^{:r:}(:’,\cdot)=1-r/(’;:)$ . $H_{1_{r}^{\backslash }I(}\backslash$,
for $c_{\dot{c}t\prime}^{:}\backslash 1_{1!l:}\in \mathbb{Z}^{d}$ and $\eta\in X$ , thc $tr_{C}u1_{L^{\backslash }}\backslash ititl1$ rate is
$c(x, \eta)=(1-\eta(x))\cross\lambda\sum_{y:|y-x|=1}\eta(y)+\eta(x)$
,
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with $|x|=|x_{1}.|+\cdots+|?_{2d}^{\backslash }|$ . In $pa.rt]_{(j}ula1^{\cdot}$ , the $one-dinznsiona1\prime’\cdot$. contact process
is
$001arrow 011$ at rate $\lambda$ ,
$100arrow 110$ at rate $\lambda_{1}$
$101arrow 111$ at rate $2\lambda$ ,
1 $arrow 0$ at rate 1.
Let $Y=\{\Lambda\subset \mathbb{Z}^{d} : |A|<\infty\}$ , where $|A|$ is the number of elements in $A$ .
Let $\xi_{l}^{A}(\subset \mathbb{Z}^{d})$ denote the state a,t time $t$ of the contact process with $\xi_{0}^{A}=A$ .
There is a one-to-one correspondence between $\xi_{t}^{A}(\subset \mathbb{Z}^{d})$ and $\prime lt,$ $\in X$ such
that $x\in\xi^{A}$ if a,nd only if $rlr.(x)=1$ . For any $A\in Y$ , we define the extinction
probabilitv of $\Lambda$ by $1i_{lJ1,.arrow\infty}l^{J}(\xi^{A}--\emptyset)$ . Dcfinc $\nu_{\lambda}(\Lambda)--\cdot:\nu_{\lambda}\{r$ : $7 \int(\prime li)=0$
for any $\prime l:\in\Lambda$ }, where | \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} is all invariant mcaisurc of thc proeess starting
from a ( $Ollfig\iota\iota ri\iota t_{t}io\iota l;\eta(’\iota\cdot)=1(x\in \mathbb{Z}^{ci})$ and is $c_{r}^{t}\iota 11\backslash \cdot$ the upper $inwot,a7$), $l$
measure. In other words, let $\delta_{1}S(t)$ denote the probability measure at $time/$
for initial probability measure $\delta_{i}w$}$\iota ich$ is the pointmass $\eta\equiv i(i=0,1)$ . $TheIl$
$\nu_{\lambda}=1i_{ll1_{f.arrow\infty}}.\delta_{t}S(t)$ . Then self-duality of the process implies that $\nu_{\lambda}(A)=$
$1in1_{tarrow\infty^{P(\xi^{A}}},$.
$=\emptyset$ ). $T1_{1}e$ correlation identities for $\nu_{\lambda}(A)$ can be obtainecl as
follows:
Theorem 1.1 For $am/\mathcal{A}\in Y$ ,
$\lambda\sum_{x\in A}\sum_{y:|y-x|=1}[\nu_{\lambda}(A\cup\{y\})-\nu_{\lambda}(A)]+\sum_{x\in A}[\nu_{\lambda}(A\backslash \{x\})-\nu_{\lambda}(A)]=0$.
From now on wc consider $t_{1}1lC^{\backslash }$, oiie-dimonsional case. We $introd_{llC(}\backslash$, the fol-
lowing notation:
$\nu_{\lambda}(0)=\nu_{\lambda}(\{0\}),$ $\iota \text{ _{}\lambda}(oo)---\nu_{\lambda}(\{()1\}),$ $\nu_{\lambda}(0\cross 0)=\nu_{\lambda}(\cdot\{tI, 2\}),$ . . .
By Theorem 1.1, we obtain
Corollary 1.2
(1) $2\lambda\nu_{\lambda}(\circ\circ)-(2\lambda+1)\nu_{\lambda}(0)+1=0$ ,
(2) $\lambda\nu_{\lambda}(ooo)-(\lambda+1)\nu_{\lambda}(\circ 0)+\nu_{\lambda}(\circ)=0$ ,
(3) $2\lambda \mathfrak{s}$ $\lambda$ ( $00$ oo) $+l\text{ _{}\lambda}(0\cross 0)-(2\lambda+3)\mathfrak{s}$ $\lambda(ooo)+2_{l\text{ }}\lambda(oo)=0$ ,
(4) $\lambda_{l^{\text{ }}}\lambda(oo\cross 0)\cdot-(2\lambda+1)\nu_{\lambda}(\circ\cross\cdot 0)+\lambda\nu_{\lambda}(ooo)+l$ $\lambda(0)=0$ .
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The detailed discussiop $conce\iota\cdot 11$]$ng$ results in this section can be seen in
Konno $[2, 3]$ . If we regard $\lambda,$ $\nu_{\lambda}(\circ),$ $\nu_{\lambda}(oo),$ $\nu_{\lambda}(oo\circ),$ $\ldots$ as variables, then
the left, hand sides of the correlation identities by Theorem 1.1 are $po$lyno-
mia $1s$ of degree at most two. In the next section, we give a new procedure
for getting a scries of $\dot{\backslash }_{I}$ ) . for extinctiou probabilities ba.sed on
thc Grobncr $b_{\dot{c}}\iota sis$ by using Corollary 1.2. As for tbc $G_{1}\cdot\dot{c}$)}) $11C1^{\cdot}$ basis, scc [4],
for $(\backslash \prime xanlf)1(\backslash ,$ .
2 Our results
Put $’\iota j--\cdot-t\text{ _{}\lambda}(0).,$ $’ !J$ ;. }$\text{ _{}\lambda}(\circ\circ),$ $\approx=|\text{ _{}\lambda(\circ o\circ)}’|l’=|$ $\lambda(0\cross 0),$ $\backslash =|\text{ _{}\lambda(o\circ}$
$\circ\circ),$ $u—l\text{ _{}\lambda}(\circ 0\cross 0)$ . Let $\prec$ denote the $1_{1^{\backslash }}.xicograpI_{1}ic$ order with $\lambda\prec x\prec$
$y\prec w\prec\approx\prec c\iota\prec\llcorner\overline{s}\cdot$ . For $m=1,2,3$ , let $I_{?n}$ be the ideals of a $po$lynomial
ring $\mathbb{R}[x_{1}, \prime c_{2}, \ldots, x_{n(r’\iota.)}]$ ovel$\cdot$ $\mathbb{R}$ as defined below. Here $x_{1}=\lambda,$ $x_{2}=x,$ $x_{3}=$
$y,$ $x_{4}=’\cdot\cdot t\cdot=u$ and $n(1)=3’ n(2)=4,$ $n(3)=7$.
2.1 First approximation
We $COlL\backslash \backslash ider$ the following ideal based on Corollary 1.2 (1):
(5) $J_{1}=\langle 2\lambda y-2\lambda.\iota jarrow x+1,$ $y-x^{2}$ ) $\subset \mathbb{R}[\lambda, x, y]$ .
$H_{Cr!/}(\backslash$. $;-:l;^{2}’$ corresponds to the first (or mean-field) approximation: $|\text{ _{}\lambda}^{(1)}(\circ\circ)=$
$(\nu_{\lambda}^{(1)}(\circ)))$ Then
(6) $G_{1}=\{(x-1)(2\lambda x-1), y-x^{2}\}$
$ieXCt_{I\cdot)}^{1},st1_{1(\sim}\grave{\text{ }}_{f_{I}\iota trivia1onex(=y)=lisx=\nu_{\lambda}^{(1}(\circ)=1/(2\lambda).,.\{}I^{\cdot}e_{\dot{1}}d11C_{:}(3dGr\dot{o}bnc.rbasisforI_{1}with_{I}\cdot es_{\^{ectto\prec.The1eforethe\prime so1u1^{-},ic)11}R\epsilon^{1}n1\dot{\mathfrak{c}}trkth_{d_{\iota}}tth\backslash }$
,
trivial solution llleatnl*\ tlia,t the invariant $Illt^{-\backslash },|ds\iota n\cdot e$ is $\delta_{()}$ . $R\cdot oIl1$ this, we $obt_{i}\iota i_{1}\iota$
thc first $\dot{(}\Psi I$)$1^{\cdot}oxi_{11}\iota_{\dot{t}}\iota tio\iota\iota$ of tltc ( $1t^{\backslash },11\backslash h^{\backslash }ity$ of thc Particlc, $\rho_{\lambda}=h_{l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\lambda}}^{\tau^{-}}(\eta(x)),\dot{r}t\backslash$’
follows:
(7) $p_{\lambda}^{(1)}=1- \nu_{\lambda}^{(1)}(\circ)=\frac{2\lambda-1}{2\lambda}$ ,
for $\dot{\mathfrak{c}}tlly\lambda\geq 1/2$ . This rcsult givcs thc first lower bound $\lambda_{c}^{(1)}$ of thc critical
value $\lambda_{t:}$ of the $otlP-(.li\iota’ 1\epsilon\backslash .nsi )$tlal $c$ \langle ) $r\iota tac.t$ process, that is, $\lambda^{(,1)}=1/2\leq\lambda_{c}$ .
However it should be noted that the inequality is not proved in our approach.
The estimated value of $\lambda_{c}$ is about 1.649.
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2.2 Second approximation
Consider the following ideal based on $C_{t)}rollary1.2(1)$ alld (2):
$I_{2}=\langle 2\lambda y-2\lambda x-x+1, \lambda z-\lambda y-y+x, xz-y^{2}\rangle\subset \mathbb{R}[\lambda, x, y, \approx]$ .
Here $x\approx-y^{2}$ correspouds to $t1_{1}e$ second (or pair) approximation: $\nu_{\lambda}^{(2)}(\circ)_{l}\text{ _{}\lambda}^{(2)}(\circ\circ$
$\circ)=(l\text{ _{}\lambda}^{(2)}(\circ\circ))^{2}$. Theu
$\zeta_{l}^{v_{2}}=\{(x-1)((\underline{\prime)}\lambda-1)xarrow 1),$ $1+2\lambda(y-x)-x$ ,
-. $y-yx+2x^{2},$ $-z-y(2+y)+4\tau^{2}$ }
is the $rc^{1}d\iota\dot{x}c\cdot ed$ Gr\"obner basis for $I_{2}$ with respect $to\prec$ . Therefore the solutioI1
except a trivial one $:r(=y=z)=1$ is $x=\nu_{\lambda}^{(2)}(0)=1/(2\lambda-1)$ . As in $f|$ ,
similar way of the first approxaimation, we get the second approximation of
the density of the particle:
$p_{\lambda}^{(2)}= \frac{2(\lambda-1)}{2\lambda-1}$ ,
for any $\lambda\geq 1$ . Tbis $r(\backslash ,\backslash \backslash ulti_{lI1}1)1i_{t^{\backslash },b’}$ thc sccond $1_{oW’}\backslash .r$ bouud $\lambda^{(.2)},=1$ . Wc
$sh_{01}\iota 1d$ $rt^{\backslash }\prime 111a\iota\cdot k$ that if we take
$I_{2}’=\langle 2\lambda y-2\lambda x-x+1, \lambda^{r}.\cdot-\lambda y-y-\}\cdot x, y-x^{2}, \gamma-X^{3}\rangle\subset \mathbb{R}[\lambda, x, y, \approx]$ ,
then we ha.ve
$G_{2}’=\{z-1, y-1, x-1\}$
iv the reduced Gr\"obner basis for $I_{2}’$ with respect $to\prec$ . Here $y-x^{2}and\approx-x^{3}$
correspond to an $aP1$)$r(Jximi\iota ti_{oI1}:\nu_{\lambda}^{(2’)}(oo)=(\nu_{\lambda}^{(2’)\prime}(\circ))^{2}$ amd $\nu_{\lambda}^{(2’)}(ooo)=$
$(\nu_{\lambda}^{(2’)}(0))^{3}$ , respectively. Then we have only trivial $sol\iota ition:r,$ $=’ !/=z=1$ .
2.3 Third approximation
Consider the following $i(leal$ baased on Corollary 1.2 (1)$-(4)$ :
$l_{3}--\langle 2\lambda y-2\lambda_{Jl:-\cdot!l},\cdot|1,$ $\lambda_{\tilde{\dot{\mu}}}-\lambda_{l\prime}"-y+;;;$ ,
$2\lambda\backslash \cdot+r\iota)-(2\lambda+3)z+2\cdot\iota/,$ $\lambda^{l}u,$ $-(2\lambda+1)’|f’+\lambda\approx+\prime lj$
$ys-z^{\sim})xu-yw\rangle\subset \mathbb{R}[\lambda, \prime r_{j}, y, z, w, s.\uparrow|,]$ .
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Here $ys-z^{2}$ and $x\tau\iota-yul$ correspond to the third $appr${)$ximation:\nu_{\lambda^{\backslash }}^{()}(\circ\circ)\nu_{\lambda}^{(3)}$(oo
$oo)=–(|\text{ _{}\lambda}^{(:3)}(\circ\circ\circ))_{r11\downarrow d\nu_{\lambda}^{(3)}(\circ)\nu_{\lambda}^{(\cdot i)}(\circ 0\cross 0)}^{2}’=\nu_{\lambda}^{(3)}(oo)\nu_{\lambda}^{(3)}(\circ\cross 0),$ $r(\backslash \prime s_{1)C^{\backslash },(j}tivcly$ .
Then
$G_{1}=\{(\sim\prime r_{\tau}-1)((t-:)=\backslash \cdot, \ldots\}$
is thc $1^{\cdot}c$($\iota_{1tCC^{\backslash },}d$ Gr\"obner $1$ ) $aeis^{T}$ for $T_{3}$ witli rcspcct $to\prec$ . Thcrcfore thc solution
exccpt $\dot{i}t$ trivial one $\prime I,$ $=1is:r:=|\text{ _{}\lambda}^{(3)}(\circ)=(\lambda(2\lambda+3)+\sqrt{D})/(12\lambda^{3}-\ulcorner v\lambda-1)$ ,
where $D=16\lambda^{4}+4\lambda^{2}+4\lambda-\vdash 1$ . Then we \langle )btain the $thil(1$ approximation of
the density of the particle:
(8) $\rho_{\lambda}^{(\lambda)}=-\frac{4\lambda(3\lambda^{2}-\lambda-3)}{:)-2\lambda^{2}-8\lambda-1+\sqrt{D’}}12\lambda$
for ally $\lambda\geq(1+\sqrt{3\overline{\prime}}),/t^{l})$ . This result corresponds to the third lower bound
$\lambda_{c}^{(.S)}=^{-}\cdot(1.-\cdot\vdash\sqrt{37})/\{)\approx 1.18tJ$ .
3 Summary
We obtain the first, second, and third approximations for the extinction
probability, the $densit’\cdot y$ of the particle, and the lower bound of the one-
dimcnsional contact process by using the Gr\"obner basis with respect to a
suitable term order. These results coincide with result$s$ given by the Harris
lemma (more precisely, the Katori-Konno method, see [3]) or the BFKL
incquality [5] (see also [3]). As wc saw, the gcnerators of $I_{rrl}$. in $s_{1^{\backslash },c_{:}tio\iota^{l}1}2$
havc dcgrce at inost $t_{1}woi_{1}\iota^{t}/:_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots$ , such $\ ’2\lambda y-2\lambda_{l:-J}r-$} $- 1.,$ $y\backslash -\approx^{2}$ in
the ciise of I3. We $\exp(ct$ that, this $propc^{\backslash }\prime rt,y$ will lead to get $the\cdot higher$ order
approximations of the process (and other interaeting particlc systems having
a similar property) effectively.
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